Prescribing tests must have curriculum support
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Dear Editor

Gordon, Catchpole and Baker have discussed and investigated a very interesting, currently relevant, subject in medical education; particularly with the introduction of the prescribing test for undergraduates trialled in the UK this year and set to become a fully-fledged part of the curriculum and assessment criteria for 2014 graduates.

It would of course be of great interest to compare the themes discussed in this paper and see how they would compare to recent graduates in late 2014.

Anecdotal evidence suggests these prescribing tests have not been popular with students, and a recent poll (by the authors of this letter) of students whom had taken this test in 2013, added credence to this with 63 out of 76 (83%) stating they found the prescribing test of no benefit. The issue with the prescribing test is it seen by students as yet another barrier which they must cross and ‘tick the box’ rather than being an essential skill that will reduce iatrogenic incidents.

Unfortunately, prescribing tests seem to be a last ditch attempt by medical educators to convey the message to the public that medical students have been trained and examined in prescribing, whilst arguably not being not the case. The authors would argue, that the first group of students to take this will have more than likely received no formal training, tutorials or lectures regarding the skills of prescribing – the skills will have been expected to have been picked up on already busy placements. If students are to be expected to take an exam in prescribing then some provision must be made within the curriculum to allow them to learn the skills needed to pass this exam. To reduce iatrogenic medication errors and have competent medical undergraduates then prescribing skills must be instigated from an early stage in the undergraduate curriculum.

Comparison can be made to communication skills which have only recently been given a central role in the UK undergraduate curriculum, perhaps prescribing is next.
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Shah and Lemon’s stance that more complete prescribing education should be embedded within the undergraduate curriculum is one that we would share wholeheartedly. However, we do not share their quite negative view of the national prescribing assessment, but rather we have a sense of ambivalence. Assessment has always and still is the ‘tail that wags the dog’ with students extremely canny at preparing themselves to progress by successfully completing such assessments. The need for such an examination is justified by the variations amongst medical schools in their approach to assessments, with many offering a cursory role for prescribing within summative assessment. We agree that only time will tell if the completion of this exam improves technical prescribing skill and impacts the almost constant rates of prescribing errors seen amongst the medical hierarchy in previous large scale studies.

Our enthusiasm is a little stunted when the nature of the examination questions is considered. A review of the examples published reveal an assessment that pays no attention to the non-technical skills involved in prescribing, essentially ignoring the thrust of our research. A technically perfect prescriber can and will still persistently carry out aberrant prescribing. We therefore fear that the assessment seems to represent a lost opportunity to explore such issues.

Previously, we have designed and assessed through a randomized controlled trial, a new prescribing education intervention. One of the innovative elements of this programme, as well as a focus for questions within the assessments, was scenarios regarding recognition of sources of medication errors. We believe that consideration of such elements is just one example of how non-technical skill competencies could be considered within the national prescribing assessment. This would allow a more complete view of prescribing ability to be ascertained, as well as leading undergraduate curriculum and teaching development to enhance safety in the way that Shah and Lemon lay out.
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